
  Dear Parents, 
Unfortunately, we were unable to have our whole school Remembrance Assembly last 

Wednesday because of COVID restrictions.  However, preceding the one-
minute silence, Megan Sloan and Mr Shepherd played The Last Post, 
followed by a period of reflection and thought by everyone in the school 
community.  I then accompanied Jenna Culshaw (Head Girl), Sam Horton 
(Head Boy), Alex Morris (Deputy Head Girl) and Rishi Parekh (Deputy 
Head Boy) and we laid a wreath at the Broughton Memorial on behalf 
of everyone. 
At the end of this week, parents of all pupils in Years 7-10 will be 
able to access a copy of their son/daughter’s Progress Review 1 via Firefly 

‘Parents Booking App’.  This document highlights two areas: progress towards 
end of year targets and effort.  As we are all aware, sustained effort is inextricably 
linked to success.  If your son/daughter always tries his/her best, it is almost inevitable they will make 
progress.  As highlighted in a recent newsletter, this year we have refined our effort/attitude to learning 
criteria we use for each review. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you can see, grades 1, 2 and 3 are largely positive, but if a pupil is awarded a three then there are 
aspects for improvement.  We want pupils who are not striving to do their very best to make the necessary 
changes.  The revision to these descriptions may mean that comparisons with previous years’ effort grades 
are inappropriate.  If your son/daughter is awarded a grade 3 or grade 4 then this will be because of a lack 
of effort and application.  If this is a recurring pattern in several subjects, then we shall be contacting you 
to ensure these issues are addressed.  The overwhelming majority of pupils ought to be immensely proud 
of their progress and exemplary effort. 
This week the school Governors will be interviewing several candidates for the Headteacher post.  
Once an appointment has been confirmed I will make you all aware.  In the meantime, this must be some 
kind of record; only one oblique reference to COVID. 
As always, if you are happy or unhappy with any aspect of life here at Broughton, please do not hesitate to 
get in touch.  My email address is morrisc@broughtonhigh.co.uk. 
                                                                                                                                                         Chris Morris, Headteacher  
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English Department 

 
In English, Year 10 and Year 11 have been completing high-quality revision ahead of assessments and the 
upcoming mock examinations for Year 11.  
We have been focusing on revising smarter and not harder by using revision techniques that are proven to 
be effective. There is, unfortunately, a common misconception that ‘you can’t revise for English’. Below are 
various examples of effective revision in English that can be used for both English Literature and Language 
assessment preparation. Does your child’s English revision look like this?  
 
Quotation and terminology explosion by Jeanie Delaney  

 
 
Poetry Table Analysis by Eve Burrow 

 



 
English Department 

 
Quotation Explosion by Amy Askham  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Character Development Graph by Katie Aldridge  
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PE                               Years 7, 8, 9  

These are the major muscle groups in the body. 

You need to be able to identify their name and location in the body (front/back of body). 
 

Maths              Years 10 and 11 

1. A line which cuts a circle into two parts is a chord.  
     A diameter is a special chord which cuts the circle in half. 

 
2. The chord cuts a circle into two segments. 

 
3. An area of a circle enclosed by two radii and an arc is called a sector. 

 
4. A fraction of the circumference of a circle is called an arc. 

 
5. A line that touches circumference of the circle at a single point is called a tangent.    

 
6. Percentage Profit = Actual Profit    X 100 

                        Original amount 
7. Density = Mass  

             Volume 
 
8. Volume of a cylinder = h   where r is the radius and h is the height  

 
9. A reciprocal graph looks like this  

 

10. A trapezium is a quadrilateral with one pair of parallel sides and a parallelogram is a 
quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel sides. 



The IDL Literacy Intervention 
 
The IDL Literacy Intervention is a speaking-computer based multi-sensory system which supports 
learners with dyslexia and other learning difficulties to increase their reading and spelling ages.  
The programme was specifically designed for those with dyslexia/dyslexic traits but it has also proven 
successful for pupils with other learning difficulties such as dyspraxia, Meares-Irlen Syndrome, autism, 
English as an Additional Language or pupils who struggle with reading and spelling in general. 
 
If you would like to know more about the programme and think it would be something your child 
would be interested in, please contact Mrs Gledhill or Mrs Hardman to find out more (before Friday, 
20th November 2020). 

Mrs Gledhill  gledhills@broughtonhigh.co.uk  
Mrs Hardman hardmanh@broughtonhigh.co.uk  

 
You can also look online at the IDL website to find out more.  
https://idlsgroup com/literacy 
 
 Do you want to be a Doctor, Vet or Dentist? 

…. if so this is an incredible opportunity not to be missed. 
The Queen Elizabeth Hospital has partnered with Medic Mentor, the UK’s largest medical family, to 
provide free live virtual work experience to any pupil in the UK wanting to become a doctor, dentist or 
vet. This work experience programme is completely unique because unlike other virtual work 
experience programmes, it is LIVE, using high fidelity simulation in the best state-of-the-art-simulation 
centre in the country, at the QE Hospital in Birmingham. Follow 3 patients over a 6-month period as 
they go from diagnosis, to treatment and follow up, that is provided by real doctors and a 
multidisciplinary team. As a pupil, you will be able to ask any of the doctors questions about the cases 
you see. It will be as if you are really there, but from the comfort of your own home and without 
putting you at risk during the COVID pandemic.  

There is a two part application process for this opportunity, all details can be found by following this 
link: https://medicmentor.co.uk/university-hospitals-birmingham-trust-virtual-work-experience/ 

The first session starts on Saturday 21st November; registration closes on 16th November. 

You may not get a reply from the WEX/Admin team straight away, this is just due to the high number 
of applications. 

These three careers are very competitive and this work experience will really help you stand out from 
the crowd.  

If you get accepted on the programme, please keep us informed. 

Paula Askew 
Careers Adviser 
 

Share IT! Food bank 
 
Share IT! is a project which was set up in 2014 by four of the local churches, for the 
benefit primarily of people in the PR2 area (Ingol and Tanterton). One of main 
provisions is a Foodbank. 
You may be struggling due to the current climate, recent loss of employment or any 
other emergency need.  If so, you may want to access the Share IT! Foodbank. 
If you wish to use the Foodbank we can issue you a voucher in school to refer you to 
Share IT! Foodbank  
Please do not hesitate to contact Mrs Bamber (bamberv@broughtonhigh.co.uk) or Miss Cross 
(crosse@broughtonhigh.co.uk) for further information.  
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 On 1st December every year, it is Antarctica Day.
 It is the day the Antarctic Treaty was signed.

 Every year, since 2015, the UKPN (UK Polar Network) have organised an outreach 
project – the Antarctica Day Flags Initiative – with the aim to spread the word 
about this success story for world-wide collaboration and to hope its message and 
values inspires future generations.

 The flags are then sent to UKPN, who pair flags from schools with researchers and 
station staff that are heading down to Antarctica for the Austral Summer 
(November-January).

 The flags are then transported all the way to Antarctica with these “flag bearers”, 
and proof of travel with a certificate and photographs of their journey will be sent 
to the schools upon the flag bearers’ return.

 Year 7 Geographers have designed a flag for Antarctica and in normal 
circumstances ALL of the flags would be sent to UKPN. However, COVID means 
each school can only send ONE.

 Al pupils have worked exceptionally hard as you can see on the next page. Our 
overall winner is Charlie Hewitt (7R). Charlie’s design has now been sent off to 
UKPN and is on its way to Antarctica. Once it has arrived we will receive a 
photograph of Charlie’s flag actually in Antarctica!

 Well done to Charlie and all Year 7 Geographers!
Mrs Wortley

Charlie Hewitt



Mollie Hale Oliver Blackwell

Amber Fisher Fred Hunter

Katie Parker



School life is very different for both staff and pupils this
academic year. Whilst the initial weeks of the school year has
presented a number of challenges and obstacles, the pupils have
been resolute, respectful and most of all positive of the
changes. We would like to thank everyone for their hard work
and co-operation.

We are challenging pupils to be positive in all 
aspects of school life by encouraging polite, 

courteous, kind and thankful behaviours. 

“It's so nice to be back in school again. It was hard to stay in a
routine at home; it's just so refreshing to be able to walk around
and be with people. Unfortunately, I have broken my arm, but
everyone is so helpful. I'd like to thank Imogen Wren for carrying
my bags for me.” Zoe Cumpsty 8N

“It's great to be able to see teachers and ask them questions face
to face. Even though I have been isolating recently, I have mostly
managed to keep up. I would like to thank my friends Amber
Hussein and Maliha Khalifa for keeping in touch with me whilst I
was away.” Sana Razzaq 8C



Learn these Key Maths Facts 
Foundation Tier 

 
Special words:  
 
sum   add the numbers together  
 
 
product   multiply the numbers  
 
 
difference  biggest take away the smallest  
 
 
estimate  round the numbers first and give an 

approximate answer  
 
 
solve   work out the value of the letter  
 
 
correlation  the relationship between 2 variables, can be 

positive, negative or no correlation. Draw a 
line of best fit if correlation is 
positive/negative.  

 
 
expand   multiply out brackets 2(x+3)=2x+6  
 
 
factorise  put brackets back in x2–3x = x(x–3)  
 
 
tessellate  fit shapes together with no gaps  

 



Learn these Key Maths Facts 
Higher Tier 

 
Types of Graph:  
 
 
Linear (y=mx+c)  
 
 
Quadratic (contains x2)  
 
 
Cubic (contains x3)  
 

 
 

Reciprocal (Look for 1/x)  
 
 
 
Circle (x2+y2=r2) 



What have we been learning about in Music  

so far this year? 

Year 7: 

Practical music making in the current climate is challenging, but our 
Year 7 pupils have been especially resilient and have been exploring 
the fundamental building blocks or ‘elements’ of music – tempo, 
dynamics, rhythm, pitch, timbre and texture. 
 
We have been taking part in whole class performances and 

composition tasks, using body percussion as well as ukulele, exploring 
the nature of each of the building blocks.  
Pupils have been practising identifying changes 
and differences in their usage. 
 
An introduction to traditional music notation forms a crucial part of the 
course in Year 7 and this presents pupils with a method of understanding 
rhythm, pitch and note lengths. Some of 
our pupils have also started to learn to play 
the theme from ‘Rocky’ on the keyboards. 
The aim is to get into the festive spirit soon 

by learning to play some Christmas pieces in class. 
 
It has been particularly pleasing to see the number of Year 7 
pupils signing up for instrumental lessons. It is not too late! If 
your son/daughter wishes to learn an instrument, they can sign 
up using the link below: 

http://bit.ly/broughtonperi 
 
Year 8: 

During this term, Year 8 pupils have been learning about 

either the ‘Blues’ or ‘Film Music’. Those studying the ‘Blues’ 

have looked at the history of the slave trade and how 

music played an important 

role in the wellbeing of 

slaves as well as how blues 

music influences music of 

today. Pupils are now writing and performing their own ‘Blues’ 

songs using the BandPods on Guitar, Bass, Drums, Keyboard 

and Vocals. 

 

Those studying ‘Film Music’ have been learning how music 

can influence emotions and reactions to film. We started 

by looking at how compositional features such as pedal 

notes and ‘Mickey-Mousing’ can be effective. 

Pupils are now composing their own soundtracks to a 

scene from a Wallace and Gromit movie following 

composing a soundtrack to a spoken story. 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/broughtonperi


What have we been learning about in Music  

so far this year? 

 

Year 9: 

 

Pupils in Year 9 have been studying the history 

behind Popular Music and, in particular, the 

importance of structure in music.  

Pupils are currently remixing Dua Lipa’s 2017 hit 

‘New Rules’. The aim is to create a unique version 

of the song using our Mixcraft software and 

original samples.  

 

 

 

Year 9 pupils have also been learning to play 

the Bruno Mars song ‘Uptown Funk’ in rock 

bands.  I have been surprised at how keen 

some of the boys in the groups have been to 

sing!  Watch this space for the next Spandau 

Ballet! 

 

 

Year 10 and 11 GCSE Music: 

Our GCSE pupils have made a great start to the year with the Year 11 pupils well on the way 

to completing their own compositions using our Sibelius software. They are also analysing 

both Haydn’s ‘The Clock’ and The Beatles ‘Sergeant Peppers’ in preparation for the 

examination in the summer.  

Year 10 pupils have started to look at Toto’s ‘Africa’ which is a new set work for this year and 

have been learning to harmonise music into four parts. 

 

 

 

 



VIRTUAL

CHRISTMAS

CONCERT

See the Music Department for more
informat ion

SIGN UP TO TAKE PART!



BAE Systems Apprenticeships
UK Virtual Career Open Events
To find out more about our existing apprenticeship opportunities, please register for one of the virtual career 
open events by selecting here.  Each Scheme has 4 dates to choose from.

Dates of Event        Time of Event     
• 16th Nov 2020 • 8th Dec 2020 • 27th Jan 2021 • 18th Feb 2021   18.30 - 19.30 
Level 3 Business Administrator & Level 3 Supply Chain Practitioner 
 
• 17th Nov 2020 • 9th Dec 2020 • 28th Jan 2021 • 15th Feb 2021   18.30 - 19.30 
L3/L4 Technician & L3 Craft/ Level 3 Aircraft Maintenance

• 18th Nov 2020 • 10th Dec 2020 • 25th Jan 2021 • 16th Feb 2021   18.30 - 19.30 
Project Management Degree & Project Control Degree & Finance & CMI
& Human Resources Higher Apprenticeship

• 19th Nov 2020 • 7th Dec 2020 • 26th Jan 2021 • 17th Feb 2021   18.30 - 19.30 
EDAS Software & EDAS Aerospace

Please note, you must register a place in order to attend the Career Open Events.
Our apprentice application window opens on the 1st November 2020 until the
28th February 2021. You can pre-register your interest and apply online at:
www.baesystems.com/apprenticeships

Our apprentices are our future
so we invest in theirs
We offer comprehensive, high-quality training with support from people passionate about             
 nurturing talent and developing skills, paid-for top qualifications and hands-on  
 experience in world-class projects and products.

 Whether you are interested in engineering or business, we have a variety of exciting  
 roles for you across a wide range of levels.

  Could you be our next Avatar?

Connect via social media/online
www.baesystems.com

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/C7BCFR/
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